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Abstract
In China, post loan management is usually executed in the form of visit survey by credit man. Through
quarterly visit survey, a large number of loan audit short texts are collected, which contain valuable
information for evaluating the credit status small and micro enterprises. However, there is still lack of
methods for analyzing this kind of short texts. This paper proposes a method for processing these loan
audit short texts called Fuzzy Clustering Analysis (FCA). This method �rstly transforms short texts into a
fuzzy matrix through lexical analysis; Then, the similarity between records is calculated based on each
fuzzy matrix, and an association graph is constructed with the similarity. Finally, Prim minimum spanning
tree is used to extract clusters based on different α cuts. Experiments with actual data from a commercial
bank in China have revealed that FCA yields suitable clustering results when handling loan audit briefs.
Moreover, it exhibits superior performance compared to BRICH, Kmean, and FCM..

1. Introduction
According to regulations, China's commercial banks are obligated to conduct quarterly investigations on
the borrowers of each retail loan, so as to timely know the �nancial situation of the borrowers and avoid
loan default to some extent. Generally, the borrowers of retail loans are mainly small median enterprise
(SME) owners who lack standardized �nancial statements, resulting in untimely �nancial data updates.
Therefore, in practice, commercial banks usually let credit salesmen to visit and investigate these SMEs
at regular intervals, and require them to record the investigation information in the form of short texts.
This has formed a large number of loan audit short texts. However, there is no standard speci�cation for
loan audit short text, resulting in signi�cant differences in their contents and scopes. In addition, these
briefs differ greatly from traditional �nancial data in terms of data form and descriptions. These briefs
not only contain valuable information about the borrower's credit risk, but also have good timeliness.
Meanwhile, different credit men deal with these records in a different manner. Experienced personnel can
detect abnormal signals of SME operation in advance, and take necessary measures to prevent the
occurrence of default. However, this work is currently done manually, leading to low e�ciency and high
costs. Additionally, there is no uniform speci�cation on how to deal with these records. Therefore, there is
a great need for developing methods to deal with this type of data to conduct post-loan management.

The widespread use of �nancial services has drawn the attention of researchers towards developing
credit risk management models (Moscato, Picariello, & Sperlí, 2021). However, most of the credit risk
management models focus on credit scoring and mainly uses customer �nancial data, primarily for pre-
loan management (Dastile, Celik, & Potsane, 2020). Current short text analysis predominantly focuses on
topic extraction (Rashid, Shah, & Irtaza, 2019; Cao, Xu, Yin, & Pan, 2022), emotional analysis (Yadollahi,
Shahraki, & Zaiane, 2017; Fan, Zhao, Wen, Xu, & Chang, 2017; Žitnik, Blagus, & Bajec, 2022) and other
aspects. Most loan audit short texts are objective records of the credit men’s visit, making it challenging
to conduct emotional analysis as these texts lack positive and negative descriptions. Additionally, the
subjects of these records mainly focus on SME's operation status, customer comments, the boss, or other
managers, etc., which differ signi�cantly from most topic modeling’s targets, such as news, social media
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comments, etc. For these loan audit short texts, there is no need to analyze their topics or sentiments.
Instead, we must focus on identifying signals of default hidden behind these records..

To address the issue for �nding hidden default signals within loan audit short texts that lack a clear
target, we have employed clustering algorithms. Classical clustering algorithms include K-means based
on partition, BIRCH based on hierarchy, and so on. Although K-means is simple to implement, it is quite
sensitive to initial settings. The BIRCH method can dynamically cluster and handle noisy data, but is
generally restricted to spherical clusters and is sensitive to the order of input data. Moreover, Either
Kmeans or BRICH requires each data belongs solely to one cluster, which is problematic when dealing
with a large number of clustering with unclear boundaries, especially those involving objects records.

To overcome this issue, Ruspini innovatively introduced fuzzy theory into clustering in 1969. Fuzzy
clustering enhances traditional clustering by assigning a degree of membership to each cluster for each
datum, thereby improving classi�cation outcomes. As such, fuzzy clustering is less susceptible to
initialization and possesses remarkable noise resistance. One of the most widely fuzzy clustering
algorithms is the FCM (fuzzy c-means) algorithm. However, FCM has a signi�cant drawback in that it is
not adaptable to adding new records, as it requires reconstruction and retraining of the model.

Recently, scholars have been focusing on improving fuzzy clustering algorithms based on fuzzy similarity
and fuzzy relationships. However, these algorithms alsoface the challenge of updating with new records,
limiting their applications (Wang, Wang, & Wang, 2022). Here, we propose a new clustering method, which
is called as fuzzy clustering analysis (FCA). FCA leverages lexical analysis to convert short texts into
fuzzy matrices, calculates fuzzy similarity based on these matrices, and ultimately derives clusters based
on similarity graphs using a minimum spanning tree. FCA is particularly well-suited for processing text
records, being insensitive to initial settings and offering more convenience in update samples without
requiring retraining of the model. Through the experiments on the loan audit short texts of a city
commercial bank in China, we can �nd that FCA not only enables clustering the credit records to any
degree according to the management regulations, but also outperforms other traditional clustering
algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the background of this research. Section 2
summarizes recent works related to this study. Section 3 puts forwards the objectives. Section 4
illustrates the FCA method in detail. Section 5 describes the experimental results of FCA and compares
the results with other cluster algorithms. Section 6 gives a discussion of FCA. Section 7 summarizes the
whole study and gives a few suggestions for future work.

2. Related Work
We mainly study on the problem of credit risk management. Based on our research objectives and data
characteristics, we summarize the credit risk assessment methods and the short text processing
methods.
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Generally, credit risk management usually uses credit score to quantify the borrower's default risk. Credit
scoring is usually modeled on the borrower's �nancial statements by machine learning or some
supervised learning methods (Silva, Pereira, & Magalhães, 2022). Credit score is divided into application
score and behavior score. The application score uses the pre-loan digital demographic information, e.g.,
the number of dependents, time at current address, time at current employment, etc. The behavior score is
mainly based on the loan repayment history (Kozodoi, Jacob, & Lessmann, 2022). Traditionally, �nancial
institutions use a logistic regression to score borrowers (Altman, 2018). Nowadays, sophisticated
machine learning models can be found that can replace the logistic regression model. In spite of high
accuracies from machine learning (ML) models; ML models are generally unable to explain their
predictions (Gunnarsson, Vanden Broucke, Baesens, Óskarsdóttir, & Lemahieu, 2021). Many researchers
are committed to comparing the effects of different classi�cation algorithms in credit scoring, the work
can be seen from Louzada, Ara, & Fernandes, 2016; S. et al., 2019; Jiang, Lu, Wang, & Ding, 2023. While
conducting credit analysis on traditional �nancial data, scholars gradually begin to pay attention to
evaluate of credit risk hidden behind text data, a few works can be seen in Wang, Jiang, Zhao, & Ding,
2020; Stevenson, Mues, & Bravo, 2021; Acheampong & Elshandidy, 2021; Yang, Yuan, & Lau, 2022. These
works not only provide some technical methods for processing text to manage credit risk, but also
emphasize the irreplaceable value of using text in credit risk management.

With the development of natural language processing, the text data analysis methods have increasingly
attracted researchers' attention (Dong et al., 2022). According to the objects, natural language processing
is often divided into several tasks, such as lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and semantic analysis
(Erdem et al., 2022). According to the applications, natural language processing is commonly used in
topic modeling with social media texts (Chen, Zhang, Liu, Ye, & Lin, 2019; Rashid, Shah, & Irtaza, 2019;
Choudhary, Aggarwal, Subbian, & Reddy, 2022; Feng et al., 2022 Srivastava, Singh, Rana, & Kumar, 2022),
sentiment analysis in decision-making and prediction (Shi, Zhu, Li, Gao, & Zheng, 2019; Wang, Niu, & Yu,
2020; Ahmed, Chen, & Li, 2020; Alekseev et al., 2021; Consoli, Barbaglia, & Manzan, 2022), and of course,
some tasks such as abstract generation, human-computer dialogue, and language translation also need
natural language analysis, however, these tasks are quite different from our objectives, so we will not
discuss these topics here.

In the analysis of short texts, it is generally necessary to follow the three steps: domain dictionary
construction, text representation and transformation, and model learning. From the literatures (Xu, Liu, &
Araki, 2015; Zhou, Yu, & Hu, 2017; Han, Zhang, Yang, Shen, & Zhang, 2018; Xu et al., 2019; Ahmed, Chen, &
Li, 2020; Alekseev et al., 2021; Chauhan & Shah, 2021; Gul, Räbiger, & Saygın, 2022), we can �nd that
whether it is topic modeling or sentiment analysis, for short text processing, it is necessary to construct
domain dictionary. In the work of Han, Zhang, Yang, Shen, & Zhang, 2018, they introduce mutual
information from manual labeling to assign terms with Part-Of-Speech tags in the lexicon, then train their
labels in a classi�er, and �nally integrate a completed lexicon-based sentiment analysis framework for
sentiment learning. In the work of Xu et al., 2019, they focused on Chinese dictionaries by expanding the
scope of vocabulary to distinguish the basic sentient words, the �eld sentient words, and the polymeric
sentient words. Gul, Räbiger, & Saygın, 2022 assume that the documents are related to a certain topic,
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then through extracting the relevant concepts from a collection of unstructured textual documents, one
can infer the context information for the concepts. For the text representation and transformation, most
of the existing researches are to encode text into speci�c vectors based on dictionaries. Sinoara,
Camacho-Collados, Rossi, Navigli, & Rezende, 2019 represent document collections based on embedded
representations of words and word senses, they bring together the power of word sense disambiguation
and the semantic richness of word and use word-sense embedded vectors to construct representations of
document collections. Rahimi & Homayounpour, 2020 propose three different text representation
methods with the term-document matrix and document-topic matrix, and apply tensor factorization to
utilize the power of both matrices, then using these matrices, one can conduct text clustering for better
performance. Wu, Zhao, & Li, 2020 utilize vectors to represent the similarity relationship between texts.
Yu, 2020 constructs lemma vectors based on word frequency features, with which the frequency features
of the word frequency and the frequency of the inverse frequency document are fused to construct the
feature matrix, then the feature matrix is decomposed and transformed by the singular value to obtain a
semantic space, which is performing semantic space transformation to obtain semantic vectors for text
classi�cation. Song, Gao, Yu, Zhang, & Zhou, 2021 propose a joint auto encoder to represent case text
embedding representation, which consider the statistical features and content features of case texts
together. Tang, Li, Li, Zhao, & Li, 2020 analyze a classic unsupervised term weighting method and three
typical supervised term weighting methods in depth to illustrate how to represent test texts that can
offset the drawback confronting TF-IDF. The task of text model learning can also be divided into
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. If text can be converted into numerical matrices, many
classical machine learning algorithms can be used for analysis (Erdem et al., 2022). Some interesting
works can be found in Liu et al., 2019; Jung & Lee, 2020; Li, 2021; Cheerkoot-Jalim & Khedo, 2021.

3. Research Objectives
In this research, we introduced Fuzzy Clustering Analysis (FCA) for loan audit short texts. The main
objectives of our research are as follows:

The �rst main objective of this research is to propose an applicable intelligent approach that can be
directly deal with loan audit short texts. In order to deal with the work more quickly, accurately and
objectively, and reduce manual labor, we carry out named entities recognition algorithm to �nd the
basic entities and attributes, then use fuzzy membership to code documents into matrixes, �nally we
conduct fuzzy clustering analysis with Prim minimum spanning trees, which is more effective.

The second objective is to solve the incremental clustering problem with increasing samples.
Traditional clustering algorithms, such as KNN, KMeans and BIRCH, are greatly affected by the initial
settings. When there are a certain number of new samples, the results of the model often need to be
retrained. The FCA method proposed in this paper can effectively ensure the stability of clustering
results. When new samples come, it is not necessary to retrain the model, and it can be simply
performed through incremental calculation.
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The �nal objective is to evaluate and interpret the results of text clustering, so as to discover hidden
knowledge that can lead risk control in practical business.

4. Fuzzy Clustering Analysis
In this section, we illustrate fuzzy clustering analysis (FCA), which is used for discovering hidden
knowledge from loan audit short texts. Here, FCA is mainly divided into three steps. Firstly, lexical
analysis is carried out, which is mainly to �nd the key tokens. Secondly, the fuzzy matrix is generated, in
which the main purpose is to transform the unstructured short text into standard numerical fuzzy matrix,
fuzzy matrix is based on fuzzy numbers which is de�ned as “degree of truth or determination” instead of
Boolean logic “1 or 0”. The �nal step is fuzzy clustering, the step will assign each cluster with 
degree, which is to control the similarity degree of clusters. The FCA steps can be seen in the following.

4.1 Lexical analysis
Most of the short credit audit documents come from the quarterly visit and report of credit salesmen, so
there is a certain amount of noise, moreover, it is quite different from the general thesaurus in terms of
word frequency distribution. Meanwhile, similar to other Chinese lexical analysis, theses short texts also
need to deal with word segmentation, punctuations, words variations, special characters, etc. We apply
these steps to preprocess the documents (Han, Rajasekar, & Li, 2022). Here, we randomly select 500
documents to construct bag of words.

4.1.1 Segmentation and annotation
First, we use Baidu (https://ai.baidu.com/tech/nlp_basic/lexical) to conduct tagging according to
syntactical functions and morphological features, then every short text can change into labeled
segmented words, a few of the labeled data can be seen in Fig. 1. We remove almost the function words,
such as articles, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary words, and interjections. Meanwhile because of the
lack of changes, we also deleted a few notional words, such as pronoun (Li & Han, 2023). Finally, the left
words are used in analyzing bag of words.

4.1.2 Bag of words
In this step, we use the bag of words for extracting features from the labeled data, which is the-state-of-
art method for calculation of entities’ occurrences in document collection (Ferreira, Lins, Simske, Freitas,
& Riss, 2016). In the bag of words, documents are represented by multiset of words, which is called a bag.
Let the document be noted as , and the entities be noted as , then after �nding the frequencies of entities
in the document, Eq. (1) can be used to calculate the frequencies of entities in documents.

α − cut

fi,j =

mi,j

∑
k

mk,j
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1
Where,  is the number of the occurrences of the considered term  in the document. The range of
 and  is dependent on terms occurrences in documents which are changed according to text corpus.

In each document, entities are sorted by their occurrences, which are converted into a vector with the
occurrences. In our work, this step is conducted through Weka. Then we count the frequency of entities,
furthermore, according to Zipf's law (Takahashi & Tanaka-Ishii, 2019), we know that few words are
responsible for the largest proportion of a written text, we only select entities whose cumulative frequency
accounts for 60% as the entities of this study (Wang, Lin, & Han, 2023). Part of the entities after
calculating the bag of words can be seen in Fig. 2. The frequency and cumulative frequency of the
entities can be seen in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, we choose the words from ‘enterprise’ to ‘tax’ as entities.

4.2 Fuzzy matrixes calculating
Here we focus on all the descriptions and behaviors of these target entities which are the only three verbs
and adjectives words around the entity. For example, “boss” in these documents has actions and
descriptions such as be contacted, be not contacted, be at work, study outside, be on travel, good, frugal,
hardworking, etc., which can be de�ned as attributes and noted as , the numbers of attributes with
every entity can be seen in Table 1.

Then, we calculate the membership function with any attribute using term probability as Eq. (2).

2
where  represents the total frequency of all attributes with entity j, and  represents the
frequency of attribute  in one document, then the short loan document can be de�ned as a fuzzy set 

, where  represents an attribute, and  represents

membership. After all entities have done the same process in attributes learning, each loan audit short
texts can be characterized by a fuzzy vector. Table 2 shows the fuzzy matrixes of the �ve records.

 

mi,j ti

xi

A(xi) =
∼

fi,j(xi)

∑i fj(xi)

∑i fj(xi) fi,j(xi)

xi

A = + + ⋯ +
∼

A(x1)
∼

x1

A(x2)
∼

x2

A(xn)
∼

xn
xi A(xi)∼
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Table 1
Total number of attributes

Entities Attributes

enterprise 7

boss 11

company 6

product 6

epidemic 4

sale 4

order 4

pro�t 4

consumer 5

bill delinquency 3

employee 3

price 3

raw material 4

monthly salary 3

water and electricity 3

social recruitment 4

three insurance 2

one fund 2

plan 3

tax 3
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Table 2
Fuzzy matrix of the �ve records

  D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

enterprise 3/7 2/7 0 0 0

boss 1/11 0 3/11 2/11 1/11

company 0 0 1/6 1/6 0

product 0 0 0 0 1/6

epidemic 0 0 0 0 1/4

sale 1/4 0 0 0 0

order 0 0 0 0 1/2

pro�t 0 0 0 0 1/2

consumer 0 0 1/5 0 0

bill delinquency 0 0 0 1/3 0

employee 1/3 0 0 0 0

price 0 0 0 0 1/3

raw material 0 0 0 0 1/4

monthly salary 0 2/3 0 1/3 0

water and electricity 0 1/3 0 0 0

social recruitment 0 0 0 1/2 0

three insurance 0 0 0 0 0

one fund 0 0 0 1 0

plan 0 0 0 0 1/3

tax 0 0 0 0 0

4.3 Fuzzy clustering

4.3.1 Minimum spanning trees
Firstly, calculating the similarity between samples. there are several methods to calculate the distance,
such as Eq. (3) to Eq. (5), which is named as Euclidean distance, Hamming distance and Chebyshev
distance. And the distance graph of 10 samples can be seen in Fig. 4.
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3

4

5
Then, we can calculate the similarity with two samples through Eq. (6).

6
Secondly, construct minimum spanning tree. We can get an undirected graph uses samples as vertices
and the similarity between samples as the weight of edges. The degree of the vertex can be calculated by 

. Then then minimum spanning tree can be got through Prim algorithm (Pop, 2020). The results
with 10 samples can be seen in Fig. 5.

De�nition 1

Suppose that  is a fuzzy subset of . Then, for any , the  are crisp sets
as .

Thirdly, we can use the  to �nd the clusters in the tree. Because similarity is used as edges to
associate vertices,  can get different connectivity subtrees at different thresholds. One subtree is
a cluster.

Finally, the vertex with the maximum degree in each cluster is added with other samples, and the distance
is recalculated to generate a subtree until all samples are included in a corresponding cluster.

The whole process can be seen in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Fuzzy clustering analysis

 

d(xi,xj) =


 

⎷

m

∑
k=1

(A(xik) − A(xjk))2
∼ ∼

d(xi,xj) =
m

∑
k=1

|A(xik) − A(xjk)|∼ ∼

d(xi,xj) =
m

∨
k=1

|A(xik) − A(xjk)|∼ ∼

s(xi,xj) =
1

d(xi,xj)

∑ rij

A : X → [0, 1] α ∈ [0, 1] α − cut

Aα = {x|(x ∈ X) ∧ (A(x) ⩾ α)}

α − cut

α − cut
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Inputs: fuzzy matrix X, a

Outputs: clusters {yi}

Step 1: Calculate distance r_ij using Eq. (3)-(5)

Step 2: Generate minimum spanning tree

Prim()

{MST = {s};

while (1) {V = not in the Vertex list;

if (V all in the list ) break;

Add MST list: dist[V] = 0;

for ( V’ nearest vertex W )

if ( E (V,W) < dist[W] )

{dist[W] = E (V,W) ;

parent[W] = V;}

}

Step 3: Select edges in the minimum spanning tree as cluster {yi} with similarity is greater than a

Step 4: Add the node with the maximum degree in a cluster to new X, and repeat step 1 until all nodes
are in {yi}

4.3.2 Optimal 
If there are m samples and k attributes, then one sample can be noted as , where 

. Then we can calculate the mean of sample, which is . With one , it

can get clusters, and let the jth cluster have the number of samples as , and every sample in the jth
cluster be noted as , then we can get F statistics as Eq. (7).

7

Where . It can be seen that the numerator of F statistics represents the

distance between clusters, and the denominator of F statistics represents the distance between samples

α − cut

xi = (xi1,xi2, ⋯xik)

i = 1, 2, ⋯m x̄ =
n

∑
i=1

xi
1
n

α − cut

nj

x̄(j) = (x̄1
(j), x̄2

(j), ⋯ , x̄k
(j))

F =

r

∑
j=1

nj||x̄
(j) − x̄||

2
/(r − 1)

r

∑
j=1

nj

∑
i=1

||x(j) − x̄(j)||
2
/(n − r)

||x̄(j) − x̄|| = √
m

∑
k=1

(x̄
(j)

k − x̄k)
2
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within the cluster. Thus, the larger the value of F statistic is, the better the clustering has done. Therefore,
when we conduct the experiments, we can set the threshold of F statistics to �nd the optimal 
through .

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we illustrate FCA with experiments of loan audit short texts. The data of this study is from
the credit audit data of small and micro enterprises (SMEs) of a city commercial bank in China in 2020.
There are 5866 SMEs that have the loan records. According to regulations, credit business auditors need
to at least visit these SMEs every month and record the relevant information in time. There are 11,2632
records and 22 basic variables, of which 4 variables are the daily records of the survey of credit
salesmen. Here we put our focus on the 4 variables- operation status, manager status, abnormal
conditions, others. The 4 variables are all short texts. We deleted the missing records and duplicated
records, and randomly selects 2 records in each SME, then we get the initial training sample with 1,1732
records. The work �ow of the experiments can be seen in Fig. 6.

We will introduce the results of the experiments in two parts: in the �rst part we explore FCA clustering
results in details, and in the other part we compare the FCA clusters with KNN and Kmean using text
indicators such as IDF, Entropy and Purity (Moscato, Picariello, & Sperlí, 2021) to make a general
conclusion.

5.1 Results of FCA clustering
Here we will explore the whole process of FCA clustering. Firstly, we explore the general results with the
document samples under different level of ; secondly, we compare every result with F statistics
to �nd the optimal a-cut; �nally, we use the optimal  to analyze the whole sample and get the
clusters.

The lexical analysis is conducted by Baidu (https://ai.baidu.com/tech/nlp_basic/lexical), and using the
bag of word as we proposed in section 4.1. And the fuzzy matrix calculating and fuzzy clustering is
conducted by Matlab 2018b.

5.1.1 Numbers of minimum spanning trees under different 

We use Eq. (3) to Eq. (5) to calculate the distance between different samples. As  changes, the number
of minimum spanning trees changes which is shown in Fig. 7.

It can be seen from Fig. 7, no matter what distance de�nition method is used when  is less than 0.5, the
number of minimum spanning trees tends to be quite stable, and it is near 0; and when  is greater than
0.6, the number of minimum spanning trees begins explosive growth. Therefore, when  is greater than

α − cut

F > F0.05(r − 1,n − r)

α − cut

α − cut

α − cut

α

α

α

α
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0.5 and less than 0.6, the number of minimum spanning trees has a relatively ideal result for model
training. The corresponding numbers of minimum spanning trees are 83 and 973, respectively.

5.1.2 Optimal  cut
Here we start with  as 0.5, then we calculate the F statistics for each result of 0.01 increments in , and
the upper limit is 0.6. The results can be seen in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that both under Euclidean distance and Chebyshev distance, the optimal 
cut is 0.52, while under Hamming distance, the optimal  cut is 0.51. At the same time, combining with
the discussion of the number of minimum spanning trees in 5.1.1, we can see that no matter what
distance calculation is used, the numbers of the minimum spanning trees increase rapidly with the
increase of . In the range of 0.5–0.52, the number of minimum spanning trees generated by Chebyshev
distance is the smallest, that means it can get the least clusters. Therefore, we set the optimal  cut as
0.52 and the distance calculation as Chebyshev distance as Eq. (5). Finally, we trained all records using
the optimal  cut and Chebyshev distance, and got 276 minimum spanning trees, that is, 276 clusters.

5.2 Comparing results with other clustering algorithms
In order to compare with other clustering algorithms, we take BRICH, Kmeans and Fuzzy C-means
clustering (FCM) into experiments. We use the same fuzzy matrices like Table 2, and treat every entity as
a variable (Khan & Lohani, 2022).

The BRICH results of 500 records using Euclidean distance are shown in Fig. 8. Similar to that in FCA, if
we take the optimal Euclidean distance as 2.6 with BRICH, we can get 193 clusters with the whole

α

α α

α

α

α

α

α
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records. Moreover, if we take the clusters as 276, then BRICH returns the optimal Euclidean distance as
1.82.

Both the Kmeans and FCM need to specify the initial settings with number of clusters, so we explore the
results with the clusters from 100 to 300 using Kmeans and FCM, and here we use R in Eq. (8) as the
indicator to choose the optimal result. If there are  clusters and  is one record, then  is the mean of

the cluster, and  is the mean of the whole sample. From Eq. (8), we know that the less the R

is, the better the result will be. The results of Kmeans and FCM can be seen in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9, we can
�nd that the optimal number of clusters with Kmeans is 140, and the optimal number of clusters with
FCM is 200.

   

   

8
There are different clustering results due to different algorithm settings. In order to further compare the
comprehensive performance of these four methods, we explore the performance of clustering, which is
measured using Entropy. Always Entropy is the measure of clusters coherence, which can be calculated
by Eq. (9). In Eq. (9), L is the number of entities,  is a number of entities with category ,  is the total
amount of documents in k clusters, D is the number of records. Lower entropy indicates better
performance. We compare the four clustering methods based on entropy from 100 to 300 clusters, as
shown in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10, we can see that FCA with 240 clusters has the smallest entropy, which is
the optimal setting. At the same time, in the comparison of these methods, it can be seen that entropy of
kmeans is relatively high, so this method may not be suitable for analyzing these text records.

In short, through this series of comparative experiments, we can �nd that FCA has a better performance
on these 11,2632 loan audit short text, and the optimal setting is to take  cut as 0.52, use the Chebyshev
distance, and �nally it will obtain about 240 clusters. In addition, BRICH, Kmeans and FCM need to
reconstruct and retrain the model when meeting with new records, while FCA only needs to process new
records separately and update the whole results. Therefore, from this perspective, FCA is also more
suitable to deal with this issue.

6. Discussion

m xi xm

x̄ =
n

∑
i=1

xi
1
n

Dout = √
m

∑
i=1

(xm − x̄)
2

Din = √
m

∑
i=1

∑
p∈Ci

(p − xm)2

R =
Dout

Din

Ckl l ck

α
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Although FCA has a good performance in the analyzing loan audit short text, this method still has the
following shortages.

Firstly, the study only analyzes these loan audit short text records from a city bank in one year, and the
results show that it is to divide these records into a number of clusters. Whether each cluster is
reasonable or not still needs discussions. At the same time, according to the results, these loan audit text
records eventually generated a large number of subcategories, though this is the optimal setting
according to the indicators in our experiments, too many subcategories also bring a lot of di�culties to
the actual management. Therefore, it is worth studying in the future to optimize the method’s setting.
After all, in the FCA, any number of categories can be obtained by adjusting the threshold of  cut. There
must be a trade off on the number of categories and management requirements.

Secondly, the analysis with Chinese short text in this study needs further exploration. Although this paper
proposes a method to transform short text into fuzzy matrix, it is still quite rough. First of all, this method
is based on a recognition dictionary which is constructed by us with 500 samples. Second, this method
only focuses on the three content words before and after the entity, which will loss a number of attributes.
Finally, this method cannot depict the whole semantic sentence with the fuzzy numerical matrix. In the
fuzzy matrix, the fuzzy number only represent the number of attributes, which loss some key information
of their positions Therefore, there will need more improvement on the text processing in further.

Lastly, in terms of the FCA parameter setting, the current  cut is obtained by comparing experimental
results, so it requires a large number of repeated experiments, which seriously affects the e�ciency and
deployment of the method. In the future, if we can theoretically analyze the functional relationship of 
cut, the number of clusters and entropy or other evaluation indicators, and get the method to theoretically
optimize the parameter setting, it will be a signi�cant improvement.

7. Conclusion
The current pressing issue in China's commercial banks is �nding a solution to analyze loan audit short
texts. In this paper, we propose a method that transforms text records into standard fuzzy matrix, which
are then used to generate clusters through the minimum spanning tree. Through the comparison
experiments with BRICH, Kmeans and FCM, we �nd that not only does FCA proved better clustering
results, but it also has the capability to process incremental data with greater e�ciency.

However, the text processing utilized in this study remains rather rough. Furthermore, the number of
clusters obtained in this study is far more than the number of categories concerned by the current
management norms (the credit management of China's commercial banks implements �ve-level
classi�cation). Therefore, it will be useful to explore the text processing technology, and optimize the FCA
setting in combination with the management practice.
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Figure 1

A few samples of tagging with the loan audit short texts
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Figure 2

Part of the entities after calculating the bag of words
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Figure 3

Frequency and cumulative frequency of the entities
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Figure 4

The distance graph of 10 samples
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Figure 5

The minimum spanning tree of 10 samples
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Figure 6

The work �ow of FCA experiments
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Figure 7

The number of minimum spanning trees with different a-cut
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Figure 8

The BRICH results of 500 records using Euclidean distance
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Figure 9

The results of Kmeans and FCM

Figure 10

Entropy of four clustering methods under different clusters


